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                                                       TIP SHEET                                                                                                                                           

DS4,DS7 + ADS-AL-CA (GM10) type-2 remote start / Keyless entry       T1417,T3193 

Cadillac Escalade/ESV&Hybrid 2007-2014  Chevrolet Suburban                    2007-2014 

Cadillac Escalade EXT                2007-2013  Chevrolet Tahoe & Hybrid         2007-2014 

Chevrolet Avalanche                    2007-2013  GMC Savana                                2008-2014 

Chevrolet Express                        2008-2014  GMC Sierra                                  2007-2013              

Chevrolet Silverado & Hybrid    2007-2013  GMC Sierra 2500HD/3500HD             2014 

Chevrolet Silverado 2500HD/3500HD  2014  GMC Yukon/XL/Denali/Hybrid 2007-2014 

*Vehicles with automatic transmission and standard key only* 
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Overview: Review the remote start installation manual for safety instructions! 
The ADS-AL-CA interface module communicates to the vehicle and the controller through data, eliminating the need 
for much of the wiring traditionally associated with a remote start install for the vehicles it covers. Your kit also 
includes a Crimestopper controller.  There are a LOT of wires in your kit, you will use very few of the wires.   
 
This Tip Sheet will cover the following: 
1. Locate the vehicle’s connectors and identify the needed wires as shown in the diagram on page 1. 
2. Make the connections. 
3. Programming. 
4. Finish up the installation. 
 

STEP 1: Starting the installation 

 The bulk of the installation takes place right under the dash on the driver’s side. Begin by removing the plastic 
panel at the bottom of the dash, above where the pedals are.  The panel is held in with both bolts and clips. You 
will also need to remove the upper and lower steering column shroud to gain access to the key cylinder plugs. Be 
careful not to break the panel – especially in cold weather.   

 
STEP 2: Making your connections: 
-There will be 8 connections required to the vehicle from the remote start system.  
-Refer to the vehicle wire chart on page 1 for vehicle wire color and plug info. 

1) The RED constant power wire from the Crimestopper will connect to the constant 12v wire in pin-4 of the 6-pin 
ignition harness of the vehicle. The WHITE auto re-lock wire of the ADS-AL-CA connects to constant 12v to lock 
the doors after starting as well, if you don’t want re-lock, you do not have to connect the re-lock wire. 

2) The PINK ignition wire from the Crimestopper will connect along with the PINK ignition wire from the ADS-AL-CA 
to the Ignition wire in pin-2 the ignition plug of the vehicle.  

3) The PINK/WHITE wire from the Crimestopper will connect along with the BLACK/WHITE accessory input wire 
from the ADS-AL-CA to the accessory wire in pin-2 of the 5-pin transponder plug of the vehicle. Programming 
option number 4 in the Crimestopper remote starters programming needs to be set to “ACC”. 

4) Connect the BLACK ground wire from the Crimestopper to the ground wire in pin-3 of the 5-pin transponder plug 
of the vehicle.  

5) The PK3 12v wire will be in pin-1 of the 5-pin transponder plug of the vehicle. Cut this wire in half, this will give 
you 2 wires: a vehicle side and a plug side of the cut. Connect the WHITE/BLACK PK3 12v wire from the ADS-
AL-CA to the plug side. Connect the WHITE/RED PK3 12v wire from the ADS-AL-CA to the vehicle side.  

6) Connect the YELLOW Passlock wire from the ADS-AL-CA to the Passlock wire in pin-5 of the 6-pin ignition plug 
of the vehicle. (Do not use any connectors here, wire wrap and tape, or solder and tape data connections). 

7) Connect the ORANGE SWC (data) wire from the ADS-AL-CA to the SWC data wire in pin-5 of the 5-pin 
transponder plug of the vehicle.  (Do not use any connectors here, wire wrap and tape, or solder and tape data 
connections). 

 
 
 
-Plug one end of the 4-pin data-link connector into the data port of the Crimestopper remote starter, and the other end into 
the data port of the ADS-AL-CA. 
 
-Mount the antenna onto your windshield, run the antenna wire from there to the Crimestopper remote starter and plug it 
into the antenna port of the Crimestopper remote starter. 
 
-The Crimestopper remote starter comes with an LED and Valet switch. These will be used when programming option for 
the remote starter, but are optional in the final install. It is recommended to connect them and leave them with the unit 
even if you choose not to mount them in the vehicle, because they may be needed later. 
 
 

- The following diagram illustrates all of your needed connections, as always it is the 
responsibility of the installer to verify all vehicle wiring prior to making any connections. 
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STEP 3: PROGRAMMING 
ADS-AL-CA programming: 

 
If there is an issue programming, the following will help to determine the cause, and fix the issue: 
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Crimestopper remote start programming 
1. Change the remote start’s programming option #4 to “ACC” 

2. Change the remote start’s programming option #5 to “ADS-idatalink OFA Series”   

3. Program tach 
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STEP 4: Finish up! 

Once all wiring and programming have been completed, test the system before putting everything 
back together as follows: 

 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------ 

For units that include aftermarket remotes: 
 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------ 
 

-If your Crimestopper remote starter came with lock, unlock, and trunk pop buttons on the remotes, 
test the functions. The vehicle must be equipped with these power option to have the control. 
 

-After confirming that everything works properly, cap off or tape the ends of any wires you’re not using 
to avoid grounding or other contact.   
 
-Now gather up all the wiring and neatly bundle it together using zip ties or electrical tape to prevent 
the wires from interfering with any of the moving parts under the dash.   
 
-Find a secure place to put the remote start module and use zip ties to secure it.  
 
-Replace any interior vehicle panels that were removed to gain access to the needed wires, in 
reverse order that they were removed. 
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Installer’s Tips: 
 

 

 

Tip #1 – Where Everything Goes 
 

1. Remote start module – the wiring for the module is done under the dash on the driver’s side, so you’ll 

want to install the module in that general area.   Before you start wiring, look for a location where 

there’s some open space that will fit the module.  Pay attention to moving parts like the pedals, e-brake 

and steering column.   Be sure to route your wiring away from those areas. 

 

2. Bypass module – can be stowed along with the remote start.   

 

3. Programming button – Requires a ¼” hole.   Usually put in the driver’s kick panel (that’s the area 

forward of the door), the driver’s side of the center console, or the underside of the dash.   

 

4. Hood Pin Switch – An important safety component!   Requires a 3/8” hole.   Find a location in the 

engine compartment to mount the switch where the closed hood will keep the plunger in the switch 

depressed.  This is what prevents the car from starting when the hood is open.    

   

5. Status LED – Not required for normal operation but can be helpful for troubleshooting.   Can be 

mounted anywhere you like – or unplugged and not used once the installation is completed. 

 

6. Activation relay – can be stowed along with the remote start.     

 

 

 

 

Tip #2 – How to make your wiring connections 
 

It’s very important that all your wiring connections be solid and secure.   All remote start connections are “tap 

on” connections.  This means that you do not need to cut the wires in the car.  You simply need to “tap on” to 

the wires in the car to make your connections.    Here are three different ways to do this: 

 

 

 

Method 1 – Solder and tape 

 

This is the method preferred by the best professional installers.   It makes for the most reliable connections, but 

it is also the most difficult to do.   Sometimes there isn’t enough room in the wiring harness to safely solder a 

wire without damaging adjacent wires, but if you have the soldering skills, go for it.    To make a connection, 

strip back a section of the insulation on the wire in the car.  On heavy gauge wires, 1” is about the right amount.   

On lighter gauge wires, ½” is fine.  Strip 1” of insulation off the end of the remote start wire.    Tin the bare 

section of wire in the car.  Wrap the remote start wire around the tinned section and then carefully solder it in 

place.   Wrap the splice tightly with electrical tape. 
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Method 2 – Wrap and tape 

 

This is the most popular method and is also very reliable.   Strip back a section of the insulation on the wire in 

the car.  On heavy gauge wires, 1” is about the right amount.   On lighter gauge wires, ½” is fine.  Strip 1” of 

insulation off the end of the remote start wire.   Separate the strands of the wire like this: 

 
Pass the wire from the remote through the opening as shown below 

 
Wrap the remote start wire around both sides of the car wire, then back around itself as shown below 

 
Use electrical tape to wrap the connection and secure the wires together.   A wire tie will help prevent the tape 

from unraveling in the future. 

 
 

 

Method #3 –   “T-Taps” 

 

T-taps are plastic clips that are squeezed onto the wires in the car.    The wire from the remote start goes into the 

tap and the whole thing is crimped together.   T-taps come in different sizes for different size wires.  Use yellow 

t-taps for the larger wires in your main power harness.   Red t-taps are good for the smaller wires.    Tape and 

wire tie the connections as shown in the “wrap and tape” section above – that will prevent the t-taps from ever 

opening up. 
 
Using T-Taps 
 

Use a pair of pliers to attach the quick-connects to the wires in your car.  Hold the quick connect as shown 

below in Figure 1, then clamp it on to the wire as shown in Figure 2.  There is a locking tab at the front of the 

connector (Figure 3) – make sure it is secure and locked in place when you are done. 

   
Figure 1 Figure 2 Figure 3 
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